far from the story. Most of our eight million people are concentrated in the coastal belt particularly to the east ; the capital cities Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide being 500 to 6oo miles apart, while Perth, on the southwestern corner is I,400 miles from Adelaide, and the trans-continental railway, in running across the Nullarbor Plain, enjoys the dubious distinction of having the longest straight stretch of line in the world, 300 miles without a bend or curve. Inland lies ' the bush,' vast, arid, though rarely desert. Here if your nearest neighbour is within 30 miles you count yourself lucky. Often the nearest is ioo miles or more away, and individual cattle holdings reach fantastic sizes. Victoria River Downs Station, for example, covers an area of 15,000 square miles-one of the largest cattle runs in the world. This is part of the country covered by the Flying Doctor Service. It is served by the ' pedal wireless '-the remarkable system of pedal operated radio transmitters developed specifically for this work.
There are now seven flying doctor bases (see map) each being equipped with a powerful transmitting station and having available a doctor and aerial transport to provide medical service to the remotest corners of the continent. Each base serves the area within a radius of approximately 500 miles. This article deals with the Alice Springs area, the one with which I have been associated, and which can be taken in a general way as typical of the type of work done. Here, however, the population is so sparse that the flying service forms but part of the routine duties of the two resident doctors at ' The Alice.' In other centres there is a full-time flying medical officer and plane constantly on call.
In order to present an accurate picture of the Service a short digression on the general features of the Central Australian scene will be necessary. In the centre lies the township of Alice Springs, in a picturesque valley in the Macdonnell Ranges. Those who have seen the film ' The Overlanders, ' will have some idea of this country for much of the filming (except tropical river scenes) was done on the tablelands north of the Range, and the imposing rock faces and gorges over which so many unfortunate beasts appeared to tumble lie just south of the town. The electoral roll in 1946 showed some i,2oo persons for this whole area, whose size can be judged from the schematic superposition of a map of England. It is linked by railway with Adelaide, i,ooo miles to the south, with virtually no townships of significant size for 8oo miles. A single bitumen road leads to Darwin, 1,000 miles to the north. The nearest township is Tennant Creek, a flourishing goldmining centre 300 miles north. This is, in the main, cattle country, dry and desolate, the cattle watering at bores for there is a plentiful supply of sub-artesian water. To the south-east of ' The Alice ' lies the Simpson Desert, 30,000 square miles of shifting sand dunes, and one of the last unexplored places of the earth. It was crossed for the first time in I938. Elsewhere are a few tiny mining settlements, mostly mica and wolfram, while 300 miles to the north-west over a waterless plain, are The Granites, a massive outcrop of black rock, scene of an abortive gold rush in the I930s.
The medical service throughout the Northern Territory is part of the Commonwealth Department of Health. All medical and dental service is entirely free, and doctors, dentists and nurses are salaried officers of the Department. Alice Springs is the Central Australian base with a wellequipped hospital taking up to 40 beds, two medical officers, a dental officer and nursing and ancillary staff. The Flying Doctor Service is a separate entity which, however, works in the closest co-operation with the Department. when it will be more convenient to go by utility car. Such trips are far more exciting, though more lengthy for there are no made roads and the tertain is infinitely varied, from creeks where to get bogged in the sandy bed may mean half a day's digging to get yourself out, to flat earth plains good for a comfortable 50 m.p.h., or rocky gorges along which three miles per hour is good going. Distance and isolation must here be measured in time, not miles. You take the t ansport which will get you there most quickly. Often it is necessary to do a long journey by truck from the airstrip to the patient. The planes are chartered from a private airline company which pioneered the air service within the Northern Territory in the 193os, and developed the system of small landing strips which the planes use at key stations throughout the Territory. They fly a regular mail circuit, and on these runs the pilots may pick up any sick person they think needs medical attention. They show very good judgment in selecting cases ; for example they are well aware of the hazards of flight to patients with pneumonia and will never on their own initiative transport a patient whom they suspect of suffering from it. In addition to the regular airstrips many outlying stations have an emergency landing ground. These are just a flat-piece of ground from which all trees, bushes and large stones have been cleared sufficient to serve a light plane. Their serviceability is menaced by three things: firstly termites which are forever building ' ant-heaps' (which are amazingly solid); secondly small trees and bushes ; thirdly, the chronic reluctance of their owners to keep the runway clear and to unfurl the windsock, which is apt to be wrapped around the post when you arrive. Landing under these conditions involves a preliminary low level inspection, the pilot estimating wind direction by the behaviour of the plane. Then you come in on a wing and a prayer. One such station owner excused his negligence-we had just put down amongst a pretty collection of ant-heaps and tree stumps-on the grounds that he didn't want the Japs to be able to use his aerodrome if they invaded us (this was in I943) 1
Although the plane gets much of the glamour, the perhaps greater importance of the radio network must be emphasized, for the latter is, in truth, the very nerve centre without which the organization could hardly work at all. To the people of the outback it is their window on the outside world and an invisible back fence over which neighbourly gossip can be bandied for hundreds of miles. The Flying Doctor Service of Australia could not be inaugurated until a special two-way radio had been developed specifically for this purpose. Nowadays the whole service is so smoothly integrated that one is apt to take it for granted, and it is only when one reverts to a more primitive method of transport that one learns to appreciate the immensity of its achievement.
In Trachoma is perhaps the greatest scourge of the native and periodically outbreaks of the acute condition sweep through camps and mission stations. At such times the whole natural history of the disease unfolds as one examines case after case ; the young children with a very acute conjunctivitis, photophobic, the palpebral fissure ringed with flies devouring the discharges ; young adults with developing tarsal plate scarring and corneal nebulae; older adults with ulceration and gross corneal opacities, entropion and trichosis and finally the aged blind. The latter make a pitiable spectacle, squa ting forlornly round the camp fire with advanced painful entropion and constant purulent discharge from the eyes. The universal incidence of the disease is accounted for by the flies which everywhere in the bush teem in uncountable millions. They are incredibly, persistent, and can scarcely be brushed away. The natives make no attempt to do so, consequently they almost invariably carry a row of flies sitting on their lower eyelids and feeding at the lid margin. The epidemics can be cut short magically by the wholesale administration of a short course of sulphonamide to the whole camp.
Yaws also travels in epidemic waves across the country. My first introduction to such an epidemic came when an outlying station reported that a group of natives on walkabout who had passed nearby were suffering from the disease. I determined to put the diagnosis to serological proof, and having arrived in the area, guided by a black tracker, we eventually discovered the camp some ten miles from the station on a sparsely wooded flat adjacent to a dry watercourse. So unobtrusively do these people melt into the landscape (when it suits them) that our car was in the midst of their camp before I saw them. There were perhaps 30 natives including about I2 children. Most of the latter, together with some of the younger women, had eruptions of varying severity from a few dirty encrusted sores on the limbs to a severe generalized eruption of similar lesions over the whole of the body and limbs. The latter case was a young girl, and since the lesions were all oozing pus or bleeding and each lesion was supplied with its quota of flies, her plight was most pitiable. Having overcome the difficulties incidental to lighting a primus stove in the face of a strong, gusty wind and to persuading a group of myalls to undergo venepuncture, I collected half a dozen samples of blood and gave those who submitted to the procedure a shot of N.A.B. for their trouble. All specimens gave a strongly positive W.R. The generalized eruptions respond with amazing speed to N.A.B. and these healed' within a few days. It is probable that the majority of the natives in the area have been infected at some time with yaws, although ' boomerang tibia,' usually attributed to this cause, is not commonly seen.
Measles epidemics occasionally occur and carry a high mortality, the incidence of lung complications being considerable. They present at first a problem in diagnosis, since the dark skin obscures most of the characteristics of the rash. 
